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It starts with integrity.  We tell our consultants to always keep their 

promises, even the little ones.  Do what you say you’re going to do.  
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Part of forging ahead and becoming an 
independent consultant is to look at 
successful people who have blazed the trail 
before you and adopt some of their 
philosophies and strategies.  What are their 
secrets?  What do they do that makes them 
both happy and wealthy?  Part of this 
process is to engage such people as 
mentors or coaches.  In this issue of the 
Register, we look at a team that provides 
marketing, coaching, mentoring and product 
support for the independent consultant... 
and they’re good at it.  

Dennis M. Postema is a successful 
entrepreneur, International best-selling 
author, speaker, certified life coach, and 
RFC® who has dedicated his career to 
solving the insurance and retirement issues 
faced by his clients.  After working as a 
captive agent for a large insurance carrier, 
he realized he could offer his clients more 
options, better products and a more secure 

future if he went independent—so at age 
23, he did.  

Today, Postema Insurance & Investments 
(PII) works with over 90 carriers to  
ensure that all clients are served by the 
most highly rated, competitive insurers and 
given access to the best products in the 
industry.  In 2009, Dennis launched 
Postema Marketing Group, LLC (PMG).  His 
objective was to help independent 
consultants across the country achieve their 
goals and see their agencies thrive while 
expanding their focus on client needs and 
product offerings. Combining the same 
“help rather than sell” approach with one of 
the broadest product lines in the business 
has PMG on a growth trajectory that has 
exceeded Dennis’ expectations.

Part of the resounding success of PMG is 
due to Paul Mallett, Postema Marketing 
Group’s Senior Vice President and Chief 

Operating Officer.  Paul and his team work 
closely with advisors across the country, 
helping them to achieve their business goals 
through sound business strategy and 
focused action.  In addition to his leadership 
duties with PMG, Paul is an RFA® and serves 
his own growing circle of clients.  He is a 
regular blogger, speaker, and contributes to 
a variety of industry publications (including 
the Register) and social media platforms.  

Why do PII and PMG both exist and how 
did they get started?  

Dennis:  Years ago, we had an IMO come 
to our office.  They gave a great product 
pitch and really sold the sizzle.  A year later 
we found out that many of the things they 
said weren’t quite true and could potentially 
hurt our clients if not explained properly.  
When I confronted them they brushed it off 
as no big deal.  That very moment I decided 
to make sure that every product my career 
agents offered was thoroughly researched 
and investigated by me and that my agents 
were properly trained so our clients would 
never have to suffer due to an advisor’s lack 
of knowledge.  

But this discovery went even deeper than 
that. I knew that if I was working with IMOs 
and marketers who truly didn’t care about my 
clients, or have a sophisticated understanding 
of their own products, then that meant that 

A Successful Business 
Model Shapes the 
Independent Consultant 
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of our closest PMG advisors, and then roll it 
out to everyone else. 

We also spend a lot of time reviewing 
unique and advanced cases between both 
organizations.  Without the collective 
knowledge and experience of Joe, Dennis, 
and our core group of agents and product 
specialists, we wouldn’t be where we are 
today. Formal group case reviews are part of 
the DNA of both organizations. Not 
theoretical cases, real cases with real clients. 
These reviews make us all smarter, but the 
big winners are the clients. 

What is your main philosophy on 
coaching/mentoring consultants?

Dennis:  We can help with any area they 
need or all areas such as prospecting, sales 
training, motivation, and even complete 
agency building.  My main philosophy is 
simple yet comprehensive: teach from A-Z.

Paul:  My big three coaching elements are: 
strategy, accountability, and a bias for action.  

many of my fellow independent advisors 
across the nation were in the same situation.  
It was at that point that I started looking for 
other agents who held the same beliefs as 
me about the importance of advisor 
education and who had a client-first mentality.  
I began bringing them on board within my 
company.  This included bringing on annuity 
expert Joe Santore, and Paul, one of the best, 
integrity-filled business associates I had ever 
met.  Now not only do we train our career 
advisors every week, but we also offer 
extensive training to all our advisors across 
the nation through PMG.

We now explore how this PI&I and PMG 
relationship is mutually beneficial… 

Paul:  The relationship between PI&I and 
PMG is absolutely critical to our success. 
Almost every product, program, or strategy 
we recommend is field tested by our own 
PI&I career agents before we even think 
about suggesting it to others.  That’s a huge 
strength.  Our typical process is to test with 
our own PI&I agents first, then a small circle 

Let’s figure out what you want and why.  
You can’t win without focus and a clear 
target. We’ll then set a few smart objectives 
and a process for measuring progress 
against them. Finally, the plan doesn’t have 
to be perfect.  We can improve it later.   
Get something good in place and then  
start taking action. One of my favorite 
quotes is, “Version 1.0 is infinitely better 
than Version 0.0.” 

What is the standout challenge when 
helping consultants better themselves?

Dennis:  Many advisors say the biggest 
challenge is prospecting, but what we see 
more and more is that many actually need 
sales training.  Until we train them to track 
their numbers, they don’t even realize 
where their problem areas are.

Paul:  For me, it’s the consultant’s level of 
commitment to change.  Individuals who 
are committed to improvement are willing 
to try new things.  They’re willing to listen 
and learn from the experience of others. 

Dennis M. Postema, RFC® 

When branding, you have to become the 

celebrity expert in your niche.  People 

have to know you as the go-to person 

because of the positive reputation you 

have for client service.
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few minutes, note what you might do 
differently next time, and move forward.

Another suggestion I often make is to have 
two objectives for every appointment.  The 
primary objective is to move to the next 
step of your process, but the secondary 
objective might be to end on a positive note 
or to teach the prospect something new.  
That way, you leave the door open for a 
future opportunity and you always end on a 
positive note for your own sake. 

When building a marketing strategy for 
multiple locations, what is the secret to 
your business model?  How do you 
brand yourself?  

Dennis:  We follow a complete agency 
model, so for our other career locations we 
build an agency within an agency, focused 
around a manager.  It works perfectly when 
we help independent agents start their own 
shop because we just have them follow our 
system from start to finish. 

When branding, you have to become  
the celebrity expert in your niche.  People 

the clients know you’re always there for 
them.  Finally, develop great active listening 
skills.  Listening is more than waiting for the 
other person to stop talking.  Listen and offer 
solutions to the concerns that keep your 
clients and prospects up at night. 

How do you teach consultants to handle 
failure and rejection? 

Dennis:  Advisors need to first understand 
some statistics before they feel defeated.  
Second, they need to be completely prepared 
for every situation.  This can involve anything 
from knowing the products to the strategies 
behind them.  That way, in the end, it’s not a 
sale— it’s a no brainer, which keeps the 
rejection down to almost non-existent.  But 
again it all goes back to being properly trained 
for the process to be this smooth.

Paul:  Failure and rejection are tough, 
especially for new consultants.  You have to 
learn to move on quickly, but not before 
you take a few minutes to reflect on why 
you weren’t able to connect.  Sometimes 
there’s not much you could have done 
differently, but quite often there is.  Give it a 

Don’t get me wrong, we’re all on our own 
unique journey.  I always encourage 
advisors to create their own vision and 
leverage their own gifts.  However, let’s not 
reinvent the wheel if we don’t need to.

Another challenge is patience.  I see a lot of 
advisors who have been doing the same 
thing for years with lackluster results.  When 
we come in and help them make a change, 
if the results aren’t immediate they’re quick 
to give up on the new plan.  Those who are 
able to take their practice to the next level 
are usually more patient and persistent. 

When coaching consultants, how do you 
teach them to build trust with their 
clients and consumers?

Dennis:  We train the advisor on exactly 
how each step of a retirement plan and 
financial analysis should go which includes 
building rapport, likability and relationships. 
That way, when it comes down to decision-
making, the clients know they aren’t being 
sold they’re just being assisted to reach their 
goals that have been discussed through the 
entire process.

Paul:  It starts with integrity.  We tell our 
advisors to always keep their promises, even 
the little ones.  Do what you say you’re going 
to do.  I also encourage them to develop a 
process for staying in touch with their clients. 
Make it as automatic as possible.  We have 
several ways to do that, but the key is to let 

Paul Mallett, RFA® 

Listening is more than 

waiting for the other 

person to stop talking.
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marketplace will build it for you.  A lot goes 
into successfully building a brand. We could 
do an entire article on that alone! I’ll sum it 
up with just a few key points:

target clients you are trying to serve 

consumer touch points 

competition and help potential clients see 
and appreciate your value over those 
competitors 

glimpse of your unique personality  

Your objective is to help independent 
agents across the country achieve their 
goals and see their agencies thrive while 
expanding their focus on client needs 
and product offerings.  How can the 
IARFC help you meet your objectives?  

Dennis:  The first way the IARFC helps is 
through all the recognition that this great 
designation brings to us.  Second, the 
constant knowledge and sales training that 
the organization and the Register strive to 
deliver each and every month, provided by 
colleagues who are truly out in the trenches 
doing the same thing we’re doing.

Paul:  Much of our success to date is due to 
the commitment of our team and Dennis’ 

have to know you as the go-to person 
because of the positive reputation you have 
for client service.

Paul:  As you have already pointed out, we 
actually have two brands to manage.  Our 
goal with the PMG brand is to communicate 
that we are the place to go for education 
and assistance with four primary areas of 
your business: strategy, marketing, sales, 
and operational efficiency.  I use the word 
business intentionally, because that’s a key 
part of our message: You’re more than an 
advisor; you’re a business owner. 

How can a consultant “Brand” themselves?  

Dennis:  We teach them to be a celebrity 
expert once they are properly trained.  We 
teach them to write and speak about it 
through blogging media channels and other 
social media outlets. We have so many 
things that we help advisors do:  offer free 
reports, hold educational workshops, get 
radio and television time.  Then we help 
them to promote things properly, so people 
know about them by building a complete 
marketing program that fits their needs/
goals specifically for their practice.

Paul:  Brand building is critical to the 
development of any business.  If you don’t 
build your brand with intention, the 

unbelievable level of energy and 
enthusiasm, but we’ve also benefitted 
greatly by a few key relationships we have 
established.  We’ve made some really good 
decisions regarding with whom to align, and 
aligning ourselves with IARFC is certainly 
one of those good decisions.  Obviously the 
designation brings a level of credibility, but 
what’s really important to me is what’s 
behind the curtain:  the collective 
knowledge and experience, the learning 
opportunities, and the commitment to 
continuous improvement. 

We are heading toward a third party 
accredited designation (Master 
Registered Financial Advisor).  How do 
you see that helping the IARFC as an 
Association and as individual members? 

Paul:  The key words there are “third party”.  
Anyone who has benefitted from a referral 
knows how powerful a third-party 
endorsement can be.  Even if your prospect 
doesn’t know the person who endorsed 
you, they’re far more likely to give you a 
shot.  Some consumers won’t know the 
difference between designations, but some 
certainly will.  You can bet your competitors 
will.  I think it’s terrific. 

Gving you an opportunity to become 
philosophical, when does a consultant 
stop being the mentee and become  
the mentor? 

Paul:  Any consultant worth his or her  
salt never stops being the mentee.  Some 
of the most successful people I know still 
have coaches and mentors they look to  
for guidance. When you stop learning you 
stop growing, and that’s not good for you  
or your clients. 

Dennis:  I believe you can be a mentor 
from day one.  Over the years I’ve learned 
that the best way to mentor anyone is  
by educating them.  So even in the first 
week of your career you can begin to 
educate your clients, which in a way is a 
form of mentoring. You can also provide 
them with articles, books and other 
materials written by you or other industry 
leaders to help them in the decision-making 
process.  For co-workers, trainees, or  
other advisors, you can begin in the very 
early stages of your career by doing 
hands-on case studies and sharing 
experiences and solutions to help others 
improve in the field.   

Contact: 877.512.9287
Paul: pmallett@pmg1.com 
Dennis: postemainsurance@netscape.net
www.pmg1.com

Advisors need to first understand some statistics 

before they feel defeated. 


